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“There is no point in having the freedom to make any film you 
want to make and yet have no access to the money required to 
make that film. There is no point in receiving the funding to 
make the film you want to make if, when you are done making 
that film, there is nowhere for you to market that film and give it 
the greatest chance to have an audience when it is released. By 
extension, there is no point in being able to market your film as 
well as the best film marketers in the world and yet have no 
place to exhibit that film when you have created the necessary 
demand.”
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1. Identifying the problem:
 
The South African film industry’s stupendous success is 
at the core of its stagnation.
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2. Understanding the film industry eco-system:
 

2.a. Education and training 
 

2.b. Production
 

2.c. Marketing and distribution
 

2.d. Exhibition (sales)
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3. How this eco-system works to make a film industry 
successful:
 
“Two-time Oscar winner Hillary Swank has signed on for I Am 
Mother. The project is of note not only because it attracted an 
actress of Swank’s caliber, 
but also because the screenplay made it onto last year’s Black 
List, a selection
of Hollywood’s most-liked unproduced film treatments… while 
director Grant Sputore comes from second unit direction on 
2015 Simon Pegg action comedy Kill Me Three Times.”
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3. What we see here is that this successful movie eco-
system:
 
a. Creates and sustains industry mechanisms to identify future film projects (the 
Black List)
b. Produces some of the most interesting films in the world (I Am Mother – a 
movie about the first crop of humans raised by a robot)
c. Uses its movie sets to train future film practitioners (Director, Sputore trained 
on the set of Kill Me Three Times)
d. Grows movie stars through these films to sell more films (Hillary Swank was 
once an unknown who was groomed and grew to be an Oscar winner)
e. Nurtures award ceremonies like the Oscars to market its films.
f. Supports film festivals like the Ann Arbor Film Festival to identify Oscar-
worthy films and great film practitioners of the future to sustain the business.
g. Has big, efficient exhibition companies like cinema chain AMC 
Entertainment Inc., which exhibit the films throughout the USA. 
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All these elements work in tandem to give a Hollywood film the 
greatest chance of success in the domestic market.
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4. Recommended interventions for the Department of 
Arts & Culture (the South African government:
 
The DAC/government must commit to creating, nurturing and 
growing a parallel South African film industry ecosystem that is 
dedicated to the success of black South African film practitioners 
as opposed to supporting one or other part thereof, e.g. 
production, or worse, trying to partner black film businesses with 
their white counterparts through such self-defeatist schemes as 
Black Economic Empowerment deals. 
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We therefore recommend the following interventions:
 
4.a. Establish or give support to existing film schools that train future black film 
Practitioners at a very low cost. 
4.b. Fund the establishment of black-owned and run production facility 
companies:

4.b.i. Gear companies
4.b.ii. Post-production facilities

4.c. Fund local, black-owned and run production houses. 
4.d. Establish or support an existing distribution and exhibition partnership and 
Mandate it to prioritise black-produced films. 
4.e. Create or fund an existing black-managed and owned film festival with a 
highly 
respectable annual award and award ceremony and mandate it to prioritise 
black-produced films.
4.f. Facilitate/fund the building of a new chain of cinemas that are mandated to 
prioritise films by black South African film practitioners, located in the proximity 
of the black film lover, with an affordable pricing model for that black market.
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Conclusion:
 
In order to grow the South African film industry, the South 
African government must, in the main, identify all key areas of 
the moviemaking value chain. It must then identify black 
companies that are already working well in each of the 
component areas of that value chain. It must fund these entities 
so that they are fully geared to do their part well. These entities 
must then be forced to work together. 
 
All this must be done with the understanding that without an 
exhibition chain of cinemas, none of this work will be worth it, 
thus the importance of funding, as quickly as possible, and as a 
priority, a black company with a good and well thought-out plan 
to build a cinema chain with a focus on black filmgoers.
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There is no point in having the freedom to make any film 
you want to make and yet have no access to the money 
required to make that film. There is no point in receiving 
the funding to make the film you want to make if, when 
you are done making that film, there is nowhere for you 
to market that film and give it the greatest chance to 
have an audience when it is released. By extension, 
there is no point in being able to market your film as well 
as the best film marketers in the world and yet have no 
place to exhibit that film when you have created the 
necessary demand.
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Thank you.
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